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First Amendment free speech abuse

**BONO-SOROS RESEARCH CENSORED BY GOOGLE THIS MORNING**

Read the blog comment that Google censors do not want you to read

“In a time of deceit telling the truth is a revolutionary act.”
— George Orwell, author of 1984.

(August 24, 2016)—After three attempts to post the comment below, the commenter, Cindy Rostankowski, wrote AFI investigators directly. We tested the premise, and sure enough, Cindy’s post appeared briefly, then disappeared each time we tried to post it. To our knowledge, this is a first for us on Google. As we move closer to the November election, this sort of censorship cannot be tolerated if we hope to preserve free expression in our Republic.

Cindy said she first thought she was doing something wrong. So, after the last time her comment disappeared, she reposted it a fourth time and took a screen capture. Her comment then disappeared about 45 seconds later. We have repeated her experience. See the screen capture below of the comment that Google censors are removing.

AFI. (Aug. 21, 2016).
George Soros: The epic global meddler. Americans for Innovation.

BEGIN: Blog comment by Cindy Rostankowski, attempted on 08/24/2016 at about 8:00 AM

I saw my (** former ***) hero BONO on the news last night speaking at the Clinton Global
Initiative. I also learned he is a big Clinton Foundation donor and that he asked Secretary of State Hillary Clinton for favors in emails she stonewalled from Judicial Watch.

Also on the news was the Associated Press study that more than 50% of Hillary's Clinton's non-government meetings while Secretary of State were with Clinton Foundation donors. The obvious conflict of interest aside, your post got me to wondering if Bono had any connection to George Soros.

Bono a bad guy? CONSIDER THAT FAR FROM USING HIS SUPPOSED DONATIONS FOR HELPING THE POOR IN AFRICA, BONO AND HIS CHARITIES ARE JUST MONEY LAUNDERING FRONTS FOR SOROS.

It would not be the first time that prominent personalities hid money laundering behind charitable work. How about Hillary and Bill and The Clinton Foundation? Here are just some of their foundations. I had to laugh when Bill offered to stop taking donations into The Clinton Foundation, USA, when we know he has these offices spread all over creation. He is such a low life to me.

The Clinton Foundation, Sweden
Clinton Health Access Initiative (CHAI)
Clinton Global Initiative (CGI)
CGI University
Clinton Global Citizen Awards
Clinton Climate Initiative (CCI)
Clinton Development Initiative (CDI)
The Alliance for a Healthier Generation
Clinton Economic Opportunity Initiative
Clinton Giustra Sustainable Growth Initiative
Clinton Health Matters Initiative (CHMI)

...Ohhh so many ways to launder money for George Soros.

This research is so disturbing that I just had to share some of the links with you.

Ignoring Bono's slight air of superiority, I generally have always admired his apparent concern for the world's poor. However, what I have discovered, pretty easily actually, is that Bono is "thick as thieves" with George Soros.

Is it possible for Bono to keep this kind of company without being tainted himself?

Here are just a few of the sources I came across.

PHOTOS & ARTICLE ON THE COMPANY BONO KEEPS:
http://www.hangthebankers.com/bono-exposed-as-a-complete-fraud/

Bono's DATA/ONE campaign is thick with members of the globalists.
https://capitalresearch.org/2012/04/bono-wants-to-save-the-world-but-he-needs-your-money-to-do-it/

DAVOS - World Economic Forum - the annual gathering of globalists
https://youtu.be/6tYFmLZ6ay4

Gates Foundation - eugenics personified
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/How-We-Work/Resources/Grantee-Profiles/Grantee-Profile-
BONO's Board of Directors says it all: Soros accomplices include: Sheryl Sandberg (Gmail, Facebook, Summers mistress), John Doerr (Kleiner Perkins - Al Gore's current employer and Barack Obama's stealth adviser), Larry Summers (Russia vouchers, Harvard mentor to Mark Zuckerberg, Goldman Sachs bag man, etc.), Morton H. Halperin (Soros - Open Society) are on his board.

https://www.one.org/us/person/bono/

Soros wedding - Bono was there among the 300 guests:

Soros bio (goes on and on and on on on . . . this man truly is a busybody like you write)
http://keywiki.org/George_Soros

The Frontman Bono (in the name of power) Book:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/The-Frontman-Bono-Power-Counterblasts/dp/1781680825

I have much more, but will stop.
Left: Sheryl K. Sandberg, Facebook COO, Gmail operative, Soros / Summers / Clinton operative since about 1992.
Bono’s U2 band members have never liked his globalist associations, saying it ran counter to their values. They were all parishioners of the same Roman Catholic church in Dublin, Ireland when they started in 1978.

Notice: This blog comment is the opinion of the commenter. It should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. No claims to the properties of third parties are claimed. Fair Use is relied upon. For educational purposes only.

“In a time of deceit telling the truth is a revolutionary act.”
— George Orwell, author of 1984.